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The covalent modification of proteins by ubiquitination is a major regulatory mechanism of protein degradation and quality control, endocytosis, vesicular trafficking, cell-cycle control, stress response, DNA repair, growth-factor signalling, transcription, gene silencing and other areas of biology. A class of specific ubiquitinbinding domains mediates most of the effects of protein ubiquitination. The known membership of this group has expanded rapidly and now includes at least sixteen domains: UBA, UIM, MIU, DUIM, CUE, GAT, NZF, A20 ZnF, UBP ZnF, UBZ, Ubc, UEV, UBM, GLUE, Jab1/MPN and PFU. The structures of many of the complexes with mono-ubiquitin have been determined, revealing interactions with multiple surfaces on ubiquitin. Inroads into understanding polyubiquitin specificity have been made for two UBA domains, whose structures have been characterized in complex with Lys48 -linked di-ubiquitin. Several ubiquitinbinding domains, including the UIM, CUE and A20 ZnF (zinc finger) domains, promote auto-ubiquitination, which regulates



the activity of proteins that contain them. At least one of these domains, the A20 ZnF, acts as a ubiquitin ligase by recruiting a ubiquitin–ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme thiolester adduct in a process that depends on the ubiquitin-binding activity of the A20 ZnF. The affinities of the mono-ubiquitin-binding interactions of these domains span a wide range, but are most commonly weak, with K d >100 µM. The weak interactions between individual domains and mono-ubiquitin are leveraged into physiologically relevant high-affinity interactions via several mechanisms: ubiquitin polymerization, modification multiplicity, oligomerization of ubiquitinated proteins and binding domain proteins, tandembinding domains, binding domains with multiple ubiquitin-binding sites and co-operativity between ubiquitin binding and binding through other domains to phospholipids and small G-proteins.



UBIQUITIN AND PROTEIN UBIQUITINATION



UBIQUITIN-BINDING DOMAINS: STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION



Ubiquitin is a 76-amino-acid protein (Figure 1), so-named for its extraordinarily wide distribution from yeast to man [1]. The covalent ubiquitination of proteins is a widespread regulatory post-translational modification, much like protein phosphorylation. The C-terminus of ubiquitin is conjugated to lysine residues of target proteins by the action of three enzymes: an ubiquitinactivating enzyme (E1), an ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme (E2) and an ubiquitin protein ligase (E3) (Figure 2) [1– 4]. Ubiquitin is conjugated to proteins via an isopeptide bond between the Cterminus of ubiquitin and specific lysine residues in the ubiquitinated protein. Ubiquitin may be attached to proteins as a monomer or as a polyubiquitin chain. Ubiquitin polymers are formed when additional ubiquitin molecules are attached to lysine residues on a previously attached ubiquitin. Early interest in ubiquitination centred on the role of polyubiquitin chains in targeting proteins for degradation by the 26 S proteasome [5,6]. We now know that ubiquitination regulates a much wider array of cell processes, including endocytosis, vesicular trafficking [7–9], cell-cycle control, stress response, DNA repair [10], signalling [11,12], transcription and gene silencing. Recent progress in the discovery of new biological roles for ubiquitination has gone hand in hand with the discovery of a host of ubiquitin-binding domains [13,14] (Table 1). The characterization of these domains has become a major foundation for advancing the biology of ubiquitin-based regulatory mechanisms.



Helical domains



Key words: endocytosis, proteasome, protein structure, ubiquitination, ubiquitin-binding domain, vesicle trafficking.



The largest class of ubiquitin-binding domains are α-helical: UBA (ubiquitin associated), UIM (ubiquitin-interacting motif), DUIM (double-sided UIM), MIU (motif interacting with ubiquitin), CUE (coupling of ubiquitin conjugation to endoplasmic reticulum degradation) and GAT [GGA (Golgi-localized, gamma-earcontaining, ADP-ribosylation-factor-binding protein) and TOM (target of Myb)]. All of the helical ubiquitin-binding domains are known to interact with a single region on ubiquitin, the Ile44 hydrophobic patch. The UBA and CUE domains have structural homology, with a common three-helical bundle architecture. They also have similar modes of binding to the Ile44 patch. The UIM and GAT domain structures are unrelated, except for being helical, and they interact with this patch in different ways (Figure 3). The otherwise unrelated octahelical VHS [Vps (vacuolar sorting protein) 27/Hrs/STAM] domain has also been reported to bind to ubiquitin [15].



UIM



The UIM is found in many trafficking proteins that recognize ubiquitinated cargo, the S5a subunit of the proteasome and other proteins [16 –21]. Many UIMs have been shown to promote the ubiquitination of proteins that contain them [17–19,21–24]. UIMs



Abbreviations used: CUE, coupling of ubiquitin conjugation to endoplasmic reticulum degradation; DUIM, double-sided ubiquitin-interacting motif; ESCRT, endosomal sorting complexes required for transport; GAT, GGA and TOM; GGA, Golgi-localized, gamma-ear-containing, ADP-ribosylation-factorbinding protein; GLUE, GRAM-like ubiquitin binding in EAP45; MIU, motif interacting with ubiquitin; NZF, Npl4 zinc finger; PAZ, polyubiquitin-associated zinc binding; PFU, PLAA family ubiquitin binding; PH, pleckstrin homology; RIP, receptor-interacting protein; TOM, target of Myb; UBA, ubiquitin-associated; Ubc, ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme; UBM, ubiquitin-binding motif; UBP, ubiquitin-specific processing protease; UBZ, ubiquitin-binding zinc finger; UEV, ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme E2 variant; UIM, ubiquitin-interacting motif; Vps, vacuolar sorting protein; ZnF, zinc finger. 1 To whom correspondence should be addressed (email [email protected]).  c 2006 Biochemical Society
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Figure 1



J. H. Hurley, S. Lee and G. Prag



Structural features of ubiquitin



(A) Ribbon and surface representations of ubiquitin (Protein data bank identication code: 1UBQ). The C-terminal Gly76 is marked. (B) Location of lysine residues (blue) on ubiquitin. The ubiquitin molecule is shown as surface representation. (C) Major recognition patches on ubiquitin. The hydrophobic patch centred on Ile44 (green), the polar patch centred on Asp58 (blue) and the diglycine patch near the C-terminal Gly76 (pink) are shown.



Figure 2



Major enzymatic pathways of protein ubiquitination



HECT, homologous to E6AP C-terminus; K, lysine; RING, really interesting new gene; Ub, ubiquitin.  c 2006 Biochemical Society
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Complex structures and binding affinities of ubiquitin-binding domains



The K d values are for mono-ubiquitin unless otherwise specified. Protein data bank identification codes (PDB ID) (http://www.rcsb.org) are only listed for co-ordinates containing ubiquitin-binding domains complexed with ubiquitin unless otherwise specified. ITC, isothermal titration calorimetry; SPR, surface plasmon resonance; Ub, ubiquitin. Binding affinity



PDB ID



Method (resolution, A˚)



Note



Reference



14.8 + − 5.3 400 + − 100 (mono-Ub) 390 + − 50 (mono-Ub) 83 + −9



SPR NMR SPR NMR



1WR1 1ZO6 1Z96 2G3Q



NMR NMR X-ray (1.8) NMR



UBA2–two Ub PDB for UBA alone



[47] [48] [55] [49]



Vps9 Cue2



20 + −1 155 + −9



ITC NMR



1P3Q 1OTR



X-ray (1.7) NMR



Dimeric CUE Monomeric CUE



[52] [53]



GGA3



181 + − 39



ITC



1YD8



X-ray (2.8)



Two Ub-binding sites; Ub binds to site 1 in the crystal structure



[72]



409 + − 13



SPR



1WR6 1WRD



X-ray (2.6) X-ray (1.75)



[73] [74]



510 + − 35



SPR



1UZX 1S1Q



X-ray (1.85) X-ray (2.0)



[88] [87,89] [90]



Source protein



UBA



Dsk2 hHR23A Mud1 Ede1



CUE



GAT



GGA3 TOM1 UEV



Structure Method



Ub-binding domain



Vps23 Tsg101



K d (µM)



Ubc



UbcH5



∼ 300



NMR



2FUH



NMR



UIM



Vps27



277 + − 8 (UIM1) 177 + − 17 (UIM2) 246 + − 1 (UIM1) 1690 + − 40 (UIM2) ∼ 350 (UIM1) 73 (UIM2)



NMR



1Q0W



NMR



UIM1–Ub



[27]



SPR



1O06



X-ray (1.45)



UIM2 only; no Ub



[26]



NMR NMR



1YX5 1YX6



NMR NMR



SPR



2D3G



X-ray



SPR, ITC



2FID, 2FIF



X-ray (2.5)



[30]



ITC



2C7N



X-ray (2.1)



[31]



SPR



1Q5W



NMR



[79]



SPR, ITC



2FID, 2FIF



X-ray (2.5)



[30]



Rabex-5



22 + − 0.4 (A58D, SPR) 21 + − 1 (A58D, ITC) 12



ITC



2C7N



X-ray (2.1)



[31]



Isopeptidase T



2.8



ITC



2G45



X-ray (2.0)



[82]



Vps27 S5a S5a DUIM



Hrs 491 (site 1) 543 (site 2)



MIU



Rabex-5



NZF



Npl4



A20 ZnF



Rabex-5



ZnF UBP



190 (wt)



29 + − 4.8 (Y25A, SPR) 29 + − 1 (Y26A, ITC) 28.7 126 + − 26



bind to mono-ubiquitin with low affinity in the 100 µM to 2 mM range [25,26]. The UIM consists of a single α-helix, centred around a conserved alanine residue [26,27]. S5a and Vps27 contain two UIMs. The NMR structures of ubiquitin bound to the UIM-1 of Vps27 [27] and of the tandem UIMs of S5a [28,29] show that the UIM helix binds in a shallow hydrophobic groove on the surface of ubiquitin, and the alanine residue packs against Ile44 of ubiquitin. Other interactions are centred around Ile44 and bury a modest amount of surface area, consistent with the low affinity of the interaction. Vps27 UIM-1 and UIM-2 are connected by a highly mobile linker, and are randomly oriented with respect to each other [27]. They do not seem to co-operate in the binding of mono-ubiquitin. UIM variants: MIU and DUIM



Two recently described UIM variants illustrate the versatility of single helix-based ubiquitin recognition. The MIU is a single



[29] [28,29] Two Ub-binding sites



[32]



helix that, so far, seems to be unique to one protein, the Rab5 exchange factor Rabex-5 [30,31]. The Rabex-5 MIU is attached to the helical C-terminus of the A20 ZnF (zinc finger) domain. The MIU is centred on a functionally essential alanine residue that contacts Ile44 of ubiquitin. The MIU helix sits in the same hydrophobic groove that binds the UIM, but does so in the opposite orientation. The N-terminus of the UIM has a position equivalent to the C-terminus of the MIU and vice versa. The MIU has more extensive contacts with ubiquitin than the UIM, and contains one additional turn of helix that is in contact with ubiquitin. Therefore, its affinity for ubiquitin is correspondingly higher, approx. 30 µM. Key hydrogen-bonding and electrostatic interactions are preserved in the UIM and MIU, so the MIU appears to truly be an inverted functional cognate of the UIM. The MIU is a remarkably clear-cut and elegant example of convergent evolution. The DUIM is another remarkable variation on the UIM theme. One face of the conventional UIM helix binds ubiquitin, whereas  c 2006 Biochemical Society
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Figure 3



J. H. Hurley, S. Lee and G. Prag



Helical ubiquitin-binding domain structures



Ubiquitin molecule (yellow) in ribbon and surface representations is shown with corresponding helical domain (blue) in ribbon representation. Ile44 , the centre of the hydrophobic recognition patch on the ubiquitin, is shown as green spheres. Ubiquitin molecules are placed in the same orientation as in Figure 1 for comparison. For the UIM, MIU and DUIM structures, both N- and C-termini are marked. Protein data bank identication codes used are as follows: UIM, 1Q0W; MIU, 2FIF; DUIM, 2D3G; Vps9 CUE, 1P3Q; Cue2-CUE, 1OTR; UBA, 1WR1; GAT, 1YD8. Vps9 CUE domain forms a domain-swapped dimer, shown in blue and light blue. The missing part in Vps9 CUE was modelled on the basis of the apo structure.



the other face is exposed to solvent. In the DUIM, two UIM sequences are interlaid on a single helix such that both faces are capable of binding to ubiquitin [32]. The individual binding events have comparable affinities with the conventional UIM [32]. The DUIM provides a mechanism for binding to two, rather than one, ubiquitin moiety, which provides an alternative to a double repeat of a conventional UIM. The human homologue of Vps27, Hrs, contains one DUIM, whereas yeast Vps27 contains two conventional UIMs. It is anticipated that DUIMs could bind to polyubiquitinated, multimono-ubiquitinated or oligomers of mono-ubiquitinated proteins with high co-operativity, although this has not been directly tested.  c 2006 Biochemical Society



UBA



The UBA domain was the first ubiquitin-binding domain described. UBA domains were discovered as a region of homology in many proteins that were either involved in ubiquitination cascades or contained ubiquitin-like domains, or both [33]. UBA domains are compact three-helix bundles [34–36]. Polyubiquitin binding is the most established physiological function for the UBA domain [37–39]. UBA domains bind to mono-ubiquitin in vitro [40–42] and have been found to play a role in a variety of other protein–protein interactions [34,35,43]. The Ile44 patch on monoubiquitin binds to a conserved hydrophobic patch on the α1 and
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α3 helices of the UBA domain [44–50], similar to the equivalent region of the UBL (ubiquitin-like) domain of Dks2p [51]. There is some variation in the details of the orientation of the UBA domain relative to ubiquitin in different reports, but all of the structural studies agree on the identity of the binding sites on each partner. The only available crystal structure of a UBA–ubiquitin complex [51] and the NOE (nuclear Overhauser effect)-based NMR structures of UBA–mono-ubiquitin complexes [47,49] converge on a single orientation. This orientation agrees with predictions based on the structures of CUE domain–ubiquitin complexes [52,53]. UBA domains and polyubiquitin recognition



The great majority of ubiquitin–ubiquitin-binding domain analyses have focused on interactions between ubiquitin monomers and domains. The late Cecile Pickart and her co-workers pioneered studies on UBA domain recognition of polyubiquitin chains formed through different types of linkage. In a study of 30 different UBA domains, four major specificity classes were identified [54]: class 1, which contains two known members, hHR23A UBA2 [54] and Mud1 UBA [55] domains, selectively binds to Lys48 -linked polyubiquitin; class 2 binds preferentially to Lys63 linked polyubiquitin; class 3 UBA domains do not bind to ubiquitin at all; and class 4 UBA domains bind to polyubiquitin chains without any linkage specificity. Classes 1, 2 and 4 also bind to mono-ubiquitin, but in all cases with much lower affinity than to polyubiquitin. These classes must be considered provisional as they are not distinguished by any clear patterns of sequence conservation, and in most cases the mechanistic basis for discrimination is still unclear. The mechanism of linkage-specific recognition is one of the most challenging questions for the ubiquitin-binding domain field. One major clue comes from studies of the conformations of different forms of polyubiquitin. Lys48 -linked di-ubiquitin has a closed conformation [56], whereas, in contrast, Lys63 -linked diubiquitin has an extended conformation [57]. Important inroads have been made from NMR studies of the hHR23A UBA2 and Mud1 UBA domains bound to Lys48 -linked di-ubiquitin [48,55]. These structures reveal that the UBA domain binds in the centre of a ‘sandwich’ between the two mono-ubiquitin moieties (Figure 4). Both of the mono-ubiquitin moieties that bind to the hHR23A UBA2 domain interact with the UBA domain via their Ile44 patches, as seen in previous studies of mono-ubiquitin–UBA domain interactions [48]. The hHR23A UBA2 domain binds to the ‘distal’ mono-ubiquitin moiety through the same α1 and α3 helices that the UBA2 domain uses to bind free mono-ubiquitin [45]. For both the hHR23A and Mud1 UBA domains, the second mono-ubiquitin moiety binds to the rear of the domain formed by α2 and α3 helices. This is a novel interaction surface in the context of UBA domains. The rear binding is, however, reminiscent of the rear binding of one of the monomers in the Vps9–CUE dimer to a secondary recognition site on mono-ubiquitin [52]. The hHR23A UBA2 domain appears to interact directly with the Lys48 linkage [48], offering a partial explanation for linkage selectivity. However, the linkage-specific conformational alignment of the mono-ubiquitin moieties in a manner optimal for simultaneous front and rear binding is thought to be the dominant factor in Lys48 linkage-specific binding [48,55]. CUE domain



The CUE domain was discovered through bioinformatics analysis of proteins related in various ways to protein degradation pathways [58]. Its function in ubiquitin binding was subsequently uncovered by screens for mono-ubiquitin interactors in yeast



Figure 4



A model for polyubiquitin recognition by a UBA domain



The UBA2 domain of hHR23A (blue) with two ubiquitin molecules (yellow and gold) covalently linked via an iso-peptide bond between Lys48 (light blue) of proximal ubiquitin and Gly76 (pink) of distal ubiquitin is shown. The proximal ubiquitin is placed in the same orientation as in Figure 1 for comparison. Ile44 (green) is also indicated. Each helix in the UBA2 domain is labelled. The protein data bank identication code used is 1ZO6.



[59–61]. The C-terminal CUE domain of the yeast Rabex-5 homologue Vps9 binds mono-ubiquitin with high affinity. Like the UIM, CUE domains are capable of promoting the ubiquitination of proteins that contain them. CUE domains are structurally closely related to the UBA domains. Both are three-helix bundles and both bind ubiquitin via conserved hydrophobic residues at the C-terminus of the α1 helix [52,53]. Ubiquitin binding appears to be a universal property of CUE domains, as all the domains tested show binding. However, most CUE domains bind to mono-ubiquitin with much lower affinity than the Vps9 CUE domain [60]. The structures of the highaffinity Vps9 CUE domain and the low-affinity yeast Cue2 CUE domain complexes with ubiquitin explain how they bind monoubiquitin with such different affinities. The Vps9 CUE domain forms a domain-swapped dimer [52]. In domain swapping, a portion of one protomer, usually a free N- or C-terminus, changes places with the same region in another protomer, giving rise to dimers or higher-order oligomers. The domain-swapped Vps9 CUE dimer makes extended contacts with a large area on the surface of ubiquitin. The recognition includes the canonical Ile44 patch, but extends well beyond it to a region around Leu8 and Ile36 . These interactions bury almost 900 Å2 of solvent accessible surface area, more than most other ubiquitin-binding domains. The affinity of the interaction has been estimated at between 1 and 20 µM, depending on the technique used [52,60]. In contrast, the Cue2 CUE domain is a monomer and binds monoubiquitin with a K d of 155 µM [53]. The Cue2 CUE domain interacts only with the Ile44 patch on ubiquitin. The Cue2 CUE domain lacks the second interaction site found in the Vps9 CUE dimer, and therefore does not interact with the Leu8 /Ile36 region of ubiquitin. The Vps9 CUE domain is thus able to bind ubiquitin with much higher affinity than other CUE domains, because it can form domain-swapped dimers and interact with a secondary site on ubiquitin. GAT domain



Ubiquitin binding by the GAT domain was discovered as a result of the biological role of the GGA adaptor proteins in trafficking  c 2006 Biochemical Society
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Figure 5



J. H. Hurley, S. Lee and G. Prag



ZnF domain structures



Three ZnF domains (NZF, UBP and A20 ZnF) are shown (blue) in ribbon representation, with ubiquitin (yellow) in ribbon and surface representations. Ile44 , the centre of the hydrophobic recognition patch on the ubiquitin, is shown as green spheres. Ubiquitin molecules are placed in the same orientation as in Figure 1 for comparison. Zinc ions are depicted as red spheres. Protein data bank identication codes used are: A20 ZnF, 2FIF; NZF, 1Q5W; UBP, 2G45.



of ubiquitinated cargoes [62,63]. GAT domains are three-helix bundles [64–67] which serve as hubs for interacting with a range of trafficking proteins, including ubiquitin [62,68–71]. The GAT domains of both the GGA adaptor proteins and TOM1 bind to mono-ubiquitin with affinities of approx. 100 µM or weaker [70,72]. GAT domains appear to bind to the Ile44 patch on ubiquitin through two distinct sites [70]. The higher-affinity site appears to be the main locus for binding and is formed by helices α1 and α2, and structure of the mono-ubiquitin complex formed via this site with ubiquitin has been determined [72,73]. There is evidence from mutational analysis [69,70] and NMR chemicalshift perturbations [70] that support the existence of a second lower-affinity site on helices α2 and α3. This site is sterically blocked by crystal contacts in the published crystallographic analyses [72–74]. The two-site ubiquitin-binding mechanism of the GAT domain could facilitate binding to polyubiquitinated, multimono-ubiquinated or clustered mono-ubiquitinated proteins, as also proposed for the tandem- and double-UIM motifs and for the tandem-ubiquitin-binding domains of Rabex-5. ZnF domains



ZnFs are the second largest class of ubiquitin-binding domains. Each of the three known ubiquitin-binding ZnFs were discovered initially through domain dissections of known ubiquitin-binding proteins. Ubiquitin binding by the NZF (Npl4 Zn-F) domain was established in studies on Ufd1 Npl4 [75], a ubiquitin-binding  c 2006 Biochemical Society



adaptor protein of the endoplasmic reticulum-associated degradation pathway. The A20 ZnF domain was found to function in the ubiquitin ligase step of the ubiquitin-chain editing activity of A20, a component of the NF-κB (nuclear factor κB) signalling cascade [76]. The UBP (ubiquitin-specific processing protease) ZnF domain was discovered via a dissection of the ubiquitin-binding sites of histone deactylases [77,78]. The ZnF ubiquitin-binding domains offer much more diversity in recognition and binding affinity than the helical domains (Figure 5). ZnF domains recognize three different regions on the surface of ubiquitin (Figure 1), and bind with affinities that are in the range of approx. 1 µM to nearly millimolar. Their structural diversity is mirrored by their wide range of biological roles. NZF domains



NZF domains are approx. 30-residue domains that are built around a single zinc-binding site [79,80]. Not all NZF domains bind to ubiquitin. Of those tested that do bind to ubiquitin, including Npl4, TAB2 (TAK1-binding protein 2) and the NZF2 of the ESCRT-II (endosomal sorting complexes required for transport II) subunit Vps36, affinities are 100 µM or weaker. A Thr–Phe pair in the first ‘zinc knuckle’ and a hydrophobic residue in the second knuckle (the TF fingerprint) appear to be the main determinants for binding to ubiquitin. These residues make hydrophobic contacts with the ubiquitin Ile44 patch. The non-ubiquitin-binding subset of NZF domains, such as that of



Ubiquitin-binding domains



Ran-binding protein 2, do not possess the TF fingerprint for ubiquitin recognition. However, engineered variants of the Ranbinding-protein-2 NZF domain that do have this fingerprint are capable of binding to ubiquitin with affinities comparable with those of naturally occurring ubiquitin-binding NZF domains [79].
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with the Ubc [2]. Ubc enzymology is described elsewhere [2]. However, the Ubc fold binds ubiquitin non-covalently in two circumstances described below. UEV (Ubc E2 variant) domain



A20 ZnF domains



A20 ZnF domains were first implicated in ubiquitin binding indirectly, by virtue of their role in the ubiquitin-chain editing activity of the A20 protein [76]. This remarkable multifunctional enzyme first removes a Lys63 -linked polyubiquitin chain from its substrate, RIP (receptor-interacting protein), using an OTU (ovarian tumour) family de-ubiquitinating enzyme domain. It then attaches Lys48 -linked polyubiquitin chains to RIP via its A20 ZnF domains. Rabex-5 is one of the mammalian homologues of yeast Vps9. Unlike Vps9, Rabex-5 does not contain a CUE domain, but instead binds ubiquitin via an N-terminal A20 ZnF domain fused to a MIU [81]. The Rabex-5 A20 ZnF domain binds ubiquitin with 12 to 22 µM affinity [30,31]. The A20 ZnF domains use a pair of aromatic residues and several polar residues to bind to a predominantly polar patch on ubiquitin centred on Asp58 . The A20 ZnF-binding epitope on ubiquitin does not overlap with the Ile44 patch. ZnF UBP



The ZnF UBP is a ubiquitin-binding module found in various deubiquitinating enzymes, the ubiquitin ligase IMP/BRAP2 and the microtubule deacetylase HDAC6. The ZnF UBP has also been referred to as the PAZ (polyubiquitin-associated zinc binding) domain, although it is unrelated to the widely studied RNAbinding PAZ domain. The ZnF UBP domain is approx. 130 residues in length, much larger than other ubiquitin-binding ZnFs. The domain is built around a single zinc-binding site in its Nterminal half which is fused to an α/β fold [82]. The ZnF UBP is one of the highest affinity ubiquitin binders among known binding domains: K d = 3 µM for the human isopeptidase T ZnF UBP [82]. The free C-terminal glycine residue of ubiquitin is required for ZnF UBP binding. The structure of the isopeptidase T ZnF UBP domain–ubiquitin complex shows that the extended C-terminus of ubiquitin penetrates deep into a tunnel-like cavity in the ZnF UBP domain. The free C-terminal carboxylate of ubiquitin makes multiple hydrogen bonds at the bottom of the cavity. The extensive interactions with the C-terminus of ubiquitin are supplemented by interactions with the Ile36 surface region, but there are no interactions with the Ile44 patch. UBZ (ubiquitin-binding ZnF) domain



The UBZ domain occurs in Y-family DNA polymerases [83]. The UBZ domain consists of approx. 30 amino acid residues, and is presumed to bind to a single zinc ion based on its four conserved cysteine and histidine residues.



The UEV domain is a Ubc fold lacking a catalytic cysteine residue. Mms2 is a UEV domain protein that heterodimerizes with Ubc13 to facilitate the assembly of polyubiquitin chains. Ubiquitin binds the UEV domain of Mms2 with 100 µM affinity [84], and the interaction surface has been inferred from NMR chemical-shift perturbation studies [85,86]. The ESCRT-I trafficking complex binds to the mono-ubiquitin moieties of transmembrane cargo proteins through the UEV domain of its Vps23 subunit. The affinity of the UEV domain for mono-ubiquitin is approx. 500 µM [87], which is at the low end of the spectrum for known ubiquitinbinding domains. The structures of the UEV domains of yeast Vps23 [88] and its human homologue Tsg101 [89] have been determined in complex with ubiquitin. In both structures, two different regions of the UEV domains contact ubiquitin. The β1–β2 ‘tongue’ contacts the Ile44 hydrophobic patch of ubiquitin, the same region involved in contacts with the Vps27 UIM and with other mono-ubiquitin-binding domains. The loop between the α3 and α3 helices forms a ‘lip’ that contacts a hydrophilic site centred on Gln62 of ubiquitin [88,89]. In contrast with the Ile44 site, the Gln62 site does not participate in most other known ubiquitin–ubiquitin-binding domain interactions. Non-covalent ubiquitin binding by Ubc catalytic domains



Many Ubcs participate in the progressive formation of polyubiquitin chains. Chain elongation requires non-covalent interactions with the nascent chain facilitated by the catalytic machinery of ubiquitination. Many Ubcs contain ubiquitin-binding domains fused to the Ubc catalytic domain. Class I Ubcs, however, contain only a Ubc catalytic domain. UbcH5C, a class I Ubc, binds non-covalently to ubiquitin with an affinity of approx. 300 µM [90]. UbcH5C binds to the Ile44 patch of ubiquitin via its β-sheet [90]. This surface is on the opposite side of the enzyme from the catalytic site, and is distinct from the ubiquitin-binding site on the UEV domain. Other ubiquitin-binding domains UBM (ubiquitin-binding motif)



The UBM was discovered in a screen for domains interacting with ubiquitin independent of Ile44 [83]. UBMs, like the UBZ domains, are found in Y-family DNA polymerases involved in DNA repair [83]. UBMs bind to mono-ubiquitin with an affinity of approx. 180 µM. The UBM contains approx. 30 residues, is predicted to be mostly helical, and is centred on an invariant Leu–Pro pair. The UBM epitope on ubiquitin is centred around Leu8 , near, but not overlapping with, Ile44 [83].



Ubc (ubiquitin-conjugating enzyme)-related domains



Ubcs, also known as E2, are intermediates between the ubiquitinactivating enzyme (E1) and the ubiquitin ligase (E3) in protein ubiquitination [2]. Ubcs all contain a common 150-amino-acid catalytic core with an α/β fold [2] (Figure 6). A conserved activesite cysteine residue forms a thiolester bond with the ubiquitin C-terminus as part of the reaction cycle [2]. Under normal catalytic conditions, the thiolester-linked ubiquitin moiety that is transferred is thought to have sparse non-covalent interactions



GLUE: a ubiquitin-binding PH (pleckstrin homology) domain



The Vps36 subunit of the ESCRT-II trafficking complex binds both phosphoinositides and ubiquitin, which are molecules central to its function in sorting ubiquitinated transmembrane proteins at endosomal membranes. Human Vps36 (also known as EAP45 (ELL-associated protein 45) binds to both ubiquitin and phosphoinositides via its N-terminal GLUE (GRAM-like ubiquitin binding in EAP45) domain [91]. Yeast Vps36 contains a  c 2006 Biochemical Society
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Figure 6



J. H. Hurley, S. Lee and G. Prag



Ubc-related domain structures



Upper panel: UEV domains of Vps23 and Mms2 are shown (blue) in ribbon representation with ubiquitin (yellow) in ribbon and surface representations. Ile44 , the centre of the hydrophobic recognition patch on the ubiquitin, is shown as green spheres. Ubiquitin molecules are placed in the same orientation as in Figure 1 for comparison. Protein data bank identication codes used are: Vps23 UEV, 1UZX; Mms2 UEV, 1ZGU. Lower panels: Ubc5 (blue) is shown on the left with ubiquitin (yellow). The catalytically important Cys85 is depicted as yellow sphere. Yeast Ubc4 is presented in the middle panel for comparison. Again, catalytic Cys86 is shown as yellow sphere. On the right, Ubc9 (blue) complexed with SUMO (small ubiquitin-related modifier) (yellow) is shown [109], as there is no equivalent structure of a Ubc–ubiquitin conjugate available. Leu65 on SUMO, equivalent to Ile44 from sequence alignment, is indicated as green sphere and Cys93 of Ubc9 as yellow sphere. Protein data bank identication codes used are: Ubc5, 2FUH; Ubc4, 1QCQ; Ubc9/SUMO, 1Z5S. The SUMO molecule is also placed in the same orientation as the ubiqutin molecule.



split GLUE domain into which two NZF domains are inserted. In the case of yeast Vps36, ubiquitin does not bind to the core GLUE domain [92], but rather to the second of the inserted NZF domains [79]. The GLUE domain structure shows that it is an example of a PH domain. Many PH domains bind phosphoinositides, but there are not other reports of their binding to ubiquitin.



significant sequence identity to other ubiquitin-binding domains, but there may be structural homology with the UEV domain on the basis of its predicted secondary structure [97].



UBIQUITIN-BINDING DOMAINS: THEMES AND MECHANISMS Structure and affinity of ubiquitin-binding domains



Jab1/MPN domain



Jab1/MPN domains were first characterized as the catalytic domain of metalloproteases specific for ubiquitin and ubiquitinlike protein isopeptide bonds [93–95]. Catalytically active Jab1/ MPN domains contain a metalloprotease signature motif known as a JAMM (Jab1/MPN domain metalloenzyme). Variants of the Jab1/MPN domains lack key residues in this motif, by analogy to UEV domain, an inactive Ubc variant. The Jab1/MPN domain of the pre-mRNA splicing factor Prp8p binds to ubiquitin with an affinity of approx. 380 µM [96]. The binding is thought to involve the Ile44 patch on the basis of mutational studies of binding affinity, and appears to be important for the biological function of Prp8p [96].



PFU (PLAA family ubiquitin binding) domain



The PFU domain of Doa1 was recently shown to bind both mono- and poly-ubiquitin [97]. The PFU domain does not have  c 2006 Biochemical Society



The only consistent theme in the structures and affinities of ubiquitin-binding domains seems to be their diversity. A wide range of structural folds are capable of binding ubiquitin. Contrary with early impressions, ubiquitin-binding domains recognize various surfaces on ubiquitin, not just the patch surrounding Ile44 . The only generalization that can still be made is that known ubiquitin-binding domains are compact and have some regular secondary structure or a ZnF, or both, as core elements. So far there have been no confirmed reports of short unstructured peptide motifs acting as ubiquitin-binding domains. The early impression that all ubiquitin-binding domains have very low affinity for mono-ubiquitin also now appears to have been too broad a generalization. We now know that the affinity of ubiquitin-binding domains for mono-ubiquitin can be as high as K d = ∼ 1 µM. As a crude generalization, binding domains in enzymes with activities involved in or regulated by ubiquitination tend to have affinities in the low micromolar range. Adaptors that bind ubiquitinated membrane proteins contain domains that typically bind mono-ubiquitin with affinities in the 100 µM
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range or lower. The largest class of characterized ubiquitinbinding domains do have mono-ubiquitin affinities which seem surprisingly low for a physiological interaction. Oligomerization, polymerization and membrane binding in ubiquitin recognition



Mono-ubiquitination is a physiological regulatory mechanism [98], yet most ubiquitin-binding domains have a very low affinity for mono-ubiquitin. There are several ways to resolve this apparent contradiction. Multiple mono-ubiquitin moieties may be presented by covalent ubiquitination at multiple sites on a single protein, known as multimono-ubiquitination [99,100]. The best known multimono-ubiquitinated protein, EGFR (epidermalgrowth-factor receptor), is also polyubiquitinated, primarily with Lys63 -linked chains [101]. Both multimono-ubiquitination and polyubiquitination present multiple mono-ubiquitin moieties. The oligomerization of singly mono-ubiquitinated proteins might offer another mechanism for presenting multiple ubiquitin moieties that can function in addition to polyubiquitination [102,103] (Figure 7). Multiple mono-ubiquitin moieties can be recognized with high avidity by multiple ubiquitin-binding domains, by multiple surfaces of a ubiquitin-binding domain or by a combination of the two. The tandem UIMs in Vps27 and epsin, and the tandem A20 ZnF and MIU of Rabex-5, are examples of multiple ubiquitin-binding domains within a protein. The combined A20 ZnF and MIU of Rabex-5 bind to immobilized ubiquitin on a sensor chip, a possible facsimile of oligomeric ubiquitin on a membrane, with K d = 1 µM, even though the individual domains have affinities in the 12–29 µM range [30]. In other instances, ubiquitin-binding domains such as GAT and DUIM bind two mono-ubiquitin moieties simultaneously, providing a different mechanism for avidity [32,104]. These avidity effects may be further strengthened as many mono-ubiquitin-binding proteins and complexes come together to form assemblies on membranes. Such processes are typically initiated by high-affinity interactions with phosphoinositides (i.e. between FYVE domains and phosphatidylinositol 3-phosphate [105]) or small G-proteins {i.e. between GGAs and Arf1 (ADPribosylation-factor-binding protein 1) [106]}, which localize ubiquitin-binding proteins to cell membranes. This increases the local concentration of ubiquitin-binding proteins at the membrane, and provides yet one more mechanism for binding to mono-ubiquitinated membrane proteins with a high affinity. This is best illustrated by the ESCRT system for sorting monoubiquitinated proteins into multivesicular bodies [105]. Auto-ubiquitination of ubiquitin-binding domain proteins



Auto-ubiquitination refers to the covalent ubiquitination of a ubiquitin receptor. A number of proteins that contain UIM [17–19,21–24], CUE [59–61], MIU [31,81] and A20 ZnF [30,81] domains are auto-ubiquitinated in a process that requires a competent ubiquitin-binding domain. The mechanism of ubiquitin-binding domain-dependent auto-ubiquitination, known as coupled ubiquitination, remains elusive. The A20 ZnF of Rabex-5 has a ubiquitin ligase activity that depends on its ability to bind to the ubiquitin moiety in a covalent ubiquitin–Ubc adduct. The A20 ZnF domain recruits some ubiquitin-bound Ubcs (i.e. UbcH5C), but not others (i.e. Ube2g2). Since there is some apparent Ubc specificity, it is likely that the A20 ZnF has a direct physical interaction with the Ubc catalytic domain. Recent findings suggest that UIMs are capable of acting as ubiquitin ligases ‘in cis’ to auto-ubiquitinate the proteins that contain them



Figure 7 Co-operativity between weak mono-ubiquitin–ubiquitin-binding domain interactions (A) Recognition of polyubiquitin by tandem mono-ubiquitin-binding domains (UBD) [102,103]. (B) Recognition of polyubiquitin by a two different faces of ubiquitin-binding domain [48,55]. (C) High-affinity binding to mono-ubiquitin by a dimeric ubiquitin-binding domain that uses two different faces on each of the two monomers to recognize two different sites on a single ubiquitin moiety [52]. (D) Recognition of a multimono-ubiquitinated protein by tandem mono-ubiquitin-binding domains [100,110]. (E) Recognition of a multimono-ubiquitinated protein by a two-faced ubiquitin-binding domain [32]. (F) The local concentration facilitates intramolecular inhibition by auto-ubiquitination via a univalent ubiquitin–ubiquitin-binding domain interaction [107]. (G) Recognition of clustered mono-ubiquitinated membrane proteins by tandem mono-ubiquitin-binding domains. (H) Recognition of clustered mono-ubiquitinated membrane proteins by a two-faced ubiquitin-binding domain. (I) Co-operative recognition of a mono-ubiquitinated membrane proteins by a protein containing lipid and mono-ubiquitin-binding domains.



(Ivan Dikic, personal communication). The ligase mechanism involves direct recruitment of a thiolester-linked ubiquitin–Ubc conjugate in the same manner as the A20 ZnF domain. The biological function of auto-ubiquitination is currently under investigation. One popular idea is that there could be an intramolecular interaction between a ubiquitin-binding domain and a ubiquitin moiety covalently attached to some other region of the same protein (i.e. not within to the ubiquitin-binding domain). This would sequester the ubiquitin-binding domain in an intramolecular interaction and thus render it non-functional for intermolecular binding (Figure 8). The mono-ubiquitination of the endocytic proteins Sts1, Sts2, Eps15 and Hrs blocks binding of these proteins to the ubiquitinated target proteins by intramolecular interactions by this mechanism [107]. It will be important to determine if auto-ubiquitination can have other regulatory consequences beyond the intramolecular sequestration  c 2006 Biochemical Society
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Figure 8
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Auto-inhibition of ubiquitin-binding domain proteins



A present model for the regulation of ubiquitin-binding-domain-containing proteins by ubiquitination. UBD, ubiquitin-binding domain.



of ubiquitin-binding domains, such as, perhaps, regulation of the guanine nucleotide-exchange factor activity of the autoubiquitinated proteins Vps9 and Rabex-5. Another interesting possibility, although not strictly related to auto-ubiquitination, is the possibility of protein kinase regulation through engagement of a UBA domain [108].



CONCLUSION



It has been a decade since the first ubiquitin-binding domain, the UBA domain, was identified. The field has matured rapidly in the past 5 years. At least 15 more ubiquitin-binding domains have been identified in the past 5 years. Many of the main principles of ubiquitin recognition by this class of domains have been worked out. The physiological roles of these domains have expanded far beyond the first discoveries in proteasomal targeting. The linkagespecific recognition of polyubiquitin chains, and the related question of discrimination between polyubiqutin, ‘multimonoubiquitin’ and mono-ubiquitin remain major issues for the field. Ubiquitin-binding domains have largely been studied in isolation. A second, and even more important, frontier for the field will be to integrate the large body of information and experimentation on isolated domains into an understanding of the intact proteins and multiprotein assemblies that contain these domains. We thank Juan Bonifacino, Allan Weissman, Craig Blackstone and Yihong Ye for constructive comments on the manuscript, and many colleagues in the ubiquitin field and the members of the J. H. H.’s laboratory for discussions. Research in the J. H. H.’s laboratory is supported by the intramural research program of the NIDDK (National Institute of Diabetes and Digestive and Kidney Diseases), NIH (National Institutes of Health), and by the IATAP (Intramural AIDS Targeted Antiviral Program), NIH.
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